
As CEO of i-g creative and the Executive Producer & Host of This is it TV, 
Cheldin Barlatt Rumer has spent close to two decades creating, 
managing and executing strategic grassroots marketing campaigns for 
clients within an array of various lifestyle industries. Rumer continues her 
commitment to communication and marketing education by telling and 
sharing entrepreneurial stories through her daily digital network This is it TV. 
Through this online program small business owners have the opportunity to 
find their marketing voice while promoting their products and services.

Talk Show Host. Personal Branding Expert. Keynote Speaker.

phone: 215.435.4805 - email: cheldin@i-gcreative.com 

Cheldin Barlatt Rumer 

Rumer wants to inspire female entrepreneurs to no longer whisper 
their wishes but scream their dream. Rumer's upcoming book, Scream 
Your Dream is expected in 2020. Scream Your Dream allows Rumer ’s 
audience to take her message home and turn their dreams into 
reality. In addition to her roles within i-g creative and This is it TV, 
Rumer is also an Adjunct Professor at Temple University in 
Philadelphia where she instructs undergraduate students in the art of 
Personal Branding as well as Interactive Media and Advertising.

Most recently, Rumer has developed an effective yet cost-effective 
online marketing course and program called SCREAM YOUR 
DREAM. This digital, hands-on, educational tool has been designed 
specifically to support the needs of small business owners, 
entrepreneurs and independent sales professionals who are looking 
to take their marketing efforts to the next level while achieving their 
realistic and measurable on-going business goals. 

Rumer continues her commitment to communication and marketing 
education by telling and sharing entrepreneurial stories through her 
daily digital network This is it TV. Through this online program business 
owners have the opportunity to find their marketing voice while 
promoting their products and services. The “This is it Network” 
encompasses 15 independent shows is set to launch this Fall - 2019.

$1,250.00 
1 on 1 Personal Training with In Depth Personal Branding  Evaluation 

30 Minute Session + Power Point to be Provided 


